LAY OUT PLAN OF SCHEME NO. 11 (VRANDAWAN) OF "SHILPACHARYA VISHWAKARMA GRAH NIRMAN SAHKARI SAMITI LTD. NEAR JAI LAL JI-KA-BAG ON KATIPURA ROAD JHOTWARA"
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LAY OUT PLAN OF SCHEME NO. 11 (VRANDAWAN) OF "SHILPACHARYA VISHWAKARMA GRAH NIRMAN SAHKARI SAMITI LTD." NEAR JAI LAL JI-KA-BAG ON KHTIPURA ROAD JHOTWARA

REFERENCE:

GRAM JHOTWARA TEHsil JAIPUR
KHASRA NO. BIGHA BIGHA BIGHA 944, 546, 1955
1. RESIDENTIAL AREA: 44,000 SQR. METERS
2. ROAD AREA: 1000 SQR. METERS
3. PARK AREA: 1000 SQR. METERS
4. COMMERCIAL: 566.5 SQR. METERS
TOTAL AREA: 4,776.1 SQR. METERS

SCALE: 50 FT TO 1 INCH.
REvised Lay Out Plan of "VrandaVAN" of ShrupacHarya Vishvakkarma GraH NirMan Sahkari Samiti Ldt at Kalwar Road Jhotwara Jaipur Sect 15 (Seq. No. 144)